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Introduction
New DNA technology, when combined with online

commercial genealogy databases, is now providing inves-

tigative leads to law enforcement. Balancing privacy

will be important as more recreational DNA testing

makes it likely that anyone leaving genetic material at a

crime scene will also leave clues as to their distant

relatives.

Key points/ how does it affect you?

• Forensic technology can now predict certain physi-

cal characteristics or the biogeographical ancestry

of the donor of a trace of forensic relevance and,

by comparing with online genealogy data, provide

investigators with information about their poten-

tial relatives.

• Privacy legislation predominantly focuses on the

personal and sensitive information of people who

are identified or reasonably identifiable. The DNA

of a person, such as a suspect, deposited at a crime

scene does not, at the time analysis is undertaken,

fit into that category.

• The broader issue of privacy interests of family

members has now given rise to discussion about

“genetic informants” — individuals whose DNA

has helped catch distant criminal relatives.

• Increased use of new technology will require

careful balancing of society’s interests in catching

offenders with individual privacy interests, as well

as consideration of how best to allocate scarce

investigative resources.

Overlaying data in search of criminals
In 2010, Wendy Kramer, the founder of the Donor

Sibling Registry stated that: “With DNA testing and

Google, there’s no such thing as anonymity anymore”.1

Her teenage son had, 5 years earlier, sent away his own

genetic sample to a commercial genealogy company.

After identifying a common ancestor with two other

genetic contributors to the database, he became one of

the first — and almost certainly the youngest at the

time — to identify their sperm-donor father using

genetic genealogy.2 This technique has since been described

as “[l]ike Facebook, but for fifth cousins”.3

The use of DNA in prosecuting a defendant for a

crime is based on “assigning a biological origin to

[genetic material from a crime scene] with a high degree

of statistical certainty”.4 Such an approach relies on a

direct comparison between a crime scene sample and a

sample obtained from a suspect or convicted offender,

generally by taking and analysing a buccal swab from

that person.

New DNA technology presents many opportunities to

provide investigators with leads in cold cases where

traditional investigative processes have not identified a

suspect. Advances in genetic technology have allowed

forensic laboratories to invest in DNA sequencing capa-

bilities which can cost-effectively analyse crime scene

traces and allow scientists to make predictions about a

suspect’s physical appearance or biogeographical ances-

try.5 These capabilities adapt biomedical applications for

use by forensic investigators.6 In doing so, they raise

similar privacy considerations to other investigative

leads based on open source information, but also give

rise to ethical considerations around the use of sensitive

information in the form of genetic data.7

From the early days of recreational genetic geneal-

ogy, it was arguably inevitable that the technique would

collide with forensic science to form a new investigative

tool — forensic genetic genealogy — the ability to

search for suspects by finding relatives, close or distant,

in online public genealogy databases.8 The efficacy of

these new capabilities increases as datasets grow. It has

been predicted that only 2% of a population group need

to be included in a database to present a high level of

confidence of finding at least one third cousin or closer

relative, when searching a sample of unknown origin

from within that population group.9

This does not mean that forensic genetic genealogy

will work all the time. In addition to available public

genetic data, there is a need for a considerable amount of

genealogical and investigative research to identify a

suspect. The most prominent use of forensic genetic

genealogy was to identify the Golden State Killer in
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California in 2018. This case reportedly involved 8000

investigative hours researching family trees back to

1800s, before ultimately narrowing the search to a single

suspect.10

Privacy and public databases
As technology changes so can the privacy lens

through which we view the potential for that new

technology to deliver benefit to society.11 Commentators

have written about the rise of “Big Data policing” in

recent years, but the underlying principle has not changed

since the detective and their notebook.12 The tools at the

disposal of an investigator have dramatically increased

information-gathering and analysis capabilities. These

new capabilities can help find suspects and solve crimes

but — almost invariably — there is a trade-off with

privacy.

The concept of “privacy-invading technologies” and

the growing push for “privacy by design” in information

system is not new.13 Commentators have urged caution

as new genomic capabilities invite “scope creep” in

police use of DNA.14 Implementing an appropriate

framework around the use of new genomic capabilities

can help mitigate both legal and ethical risks upfront,

delivering operational outcomes while implementing

appropriate checks and balances.15

Another key aspect is the changing public conversa-

tion around DNA, and the potential for this to lead to

increased public expectation that police will use avail-

able tools, with due care and diligence, to apprehend a

suspect who may otherwise go free.16 A survey in the

United States has already shown nearly four in five of

respondents supported use of the technique for violent

crime or crimes against children, but less than two in

five supported its use for non-violent crime.17

A company in the United States established its own

genetic database for people to voluntarily upload their

genetic sequence, exclusively for law enforcement to

find any distant, criminal relatives or to solve unidenti-

fied human remains cases.18

Privacy in discarded DNA
The Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) establishes key defini-

tions around personal information and sensitive infor-

mation. Similar concepts are incorporated in state and

territory privacy laws. Expanded use of crime scene

DNA to identify suspects relies on exceptions. Firstly, at

the time analysis or data matching is being conducted,

DNA from a crime scene is not associated with an

individual. As it is not reasonably identifiable, many of

privacy safeguards in the Privacy Act do not apply.19

This approach to de-identified information is not unin-

tended: it underpins broader genetic and medical research.

At the point when investigators form a hypothesis as

to identity, either by using forensic genetic genealogy or

through other leads, it is necessary to rely on exemptions

for enforcement-related activities: at the federal level,

Australian Privacy Principle (APP) 6.2.20

A family donation: “genetic informants”
The Australian Law Reform Commission noted in

2003 that genetic information has “a familial dimen-

sion” and the Commission did explore, in relation to the

health sector, the potential for a record to contain

information about two or more people.21 However,

while affording genetic information a high degree of

protection, Australian privacy laws offer no ability to

disentangle the shared nature of genetic information.

Whether relatives of an offender, such as the Golden

State Killer, should be afforded specific privacy protec-

tions has been a matter of debate. Relatives whose DNA

has been used to catch an offender have even being

referred to as “genetic informants”.22

In many ways, this categorisation is not entirely

inaccurate, in that the use of forensic genetic genealogy

provides investigative leads in the same way as any

other tip-off. However, while identification of those

relatives occurs on a public database, investigators only

see the proportion of DNA shared between each user on

that database and their suspect. This enables investiga-

tors to predict the nature of that relationship: the more

shared DNA, the closer the relationship is likely to be.23

At that point, investigators need to access other

personal information about the relatives identified. This

would include searching births, deaths and marriages

records to identify that individual’s parents, grandpar-

ents and even perhaps their great-grandparents. In order

to search these records, where not publicly available,

investigators would again need to rely on the exception

for enforcement-related activities in APP 6.2. Once

investigators reach back to records about family mem-

bers who are deceased (and to the extent those records

do not also include information about living descen-

dants, or are protected by extension of state or territory

privacy laws to recently deceased), the APPs would

cease to apply.24

Protection from harm and the “right not to
know”

The “right not to know” is generally discussed in the

context of diagnostic medicine, particularly hereditary

disease.25 But similar ethical difficulties do arise in

genetic genealogy. Until now, the capability has largely

been confined to hobbyist and some professional gene-

alogists, many of whom would fall outside the scope of

privacy laws in Australia. But genealogists recognise
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that genetic profiles of the dead can speak to sensitive

information of the living. Genetic genealogy may iden-

tify illegitimate children or cases of misattributed par-

entage which may cause distress to individuals and

families.26

In one sense, individuals are unlikely to discover

family secrets through the new tool of forensic genetic

genealogy. Police build family trees for one purpose: to

create a list of one or more individuals who, based on

their family relatedness, may be their suspect.27 In

theory, these family trees should never see the light of

day. Once a suspect is identified, existing forensic

procedures legislation could allow police to request, or

in some cases compel, that individual to provide a DNA

sample. This new sample can then be compared directly

to the original crime scene evidence.

Once a matter proceeds to prosecution, privacy laws

generally yield to the jurisdiction of the courts and the

overriding public interest in justice. In addition to

obligations on the prosecution around disclosure, a

defendant could, if they can establish a legitimate

forensic purpose, subpoena details of the genealogy

process that ultimately led to their arrest. Even for

sensitive information, such as genetic data, there remains

a strong public interest in disclosure,28 more so for

genealogy records.

Accordingly, consideration of balancing the interests

of privacy must occur earlier in the process, as a

fundamental component of the framework around deliv-

ery of new DNA technology. A privacy-compliant and

ethical use of this data throughout the investigative

process can help maintain public trust and confidence.

Conclusion
Developments in genomic technology, and the increase

in publicly available genetic data, presents opportunities

for investigators to find suspects and to return unidenti-

fied human remains to their families. It is timely to

consider whether, with these new tools, are we now at a

point where — if enough investigative time and effort is

applied — almost any suspect can be identified from

their discarded DNA.

Forensic genetic genealogy is already a technique

which will never hit a dead-end. If no relatives are found

the first time, police need only wait for more users to

upload data. But, once one or more presumptive rela-

tives are found, finding the suspect can be quite time-

consuming. Its use requires careful consideration of the

allocation of scarce police (and expert) resources.

Its reliance on privacy exceptions for enforcement-

related activities is part of a broader balance between

solving crime and minimising privacy implications for

third parties. However, embedding considerations of

privacy and proportionality throughout the lifecycle of

this technique can help safeguard public trust and

confidence, while also bringing closure to victims and

their families.
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